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This thesis is an exploration of the frictions between the self and the
external worlds, using architecture as a woven structure that oscillates
between the two worlds. This structure allows us to understand our individual intimacies in the midst of constant exposure. It is the sum of this
encounters that will constitute the final form of the architecture.
Spanish Ambassador’s House: The endless outsider

Water drops into my empty bath. Distant building
hold the walls of my room.
Imagist Poem, Amelia Millan

“I am the center of the house, but in control. I am the center under observation”.
My thesis proposal is bound for the Spanish Ambassadress in Lower Manhattan, New York City. The house is a dwelling of social and
business encounters and the ambassadress´ claim for intimacy and her
endless search for identity, like “water drops in an empty bath”.
Working method: Textile Analogue through masonry
To test this, I have developed a drawing method that will activate a
procedure of making that will reinform an architecture. These drawings
conflate the subjective character of my imagination and the very concrete
procedure of masonry construction.
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Past, present and future
Short Story: Pure description of a space
Methodology of the Work
Wall projection
Transparency
String Model - Loom
Short Story: Pure description of the event
Textile Drawing Analogue
Brick and Textile Analogue
A House for the Spanish Ambassador
Plans and Section Drawings
Model
Detail Hand Drawings
Short Story: The Bath and the Mirror
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Room in a Forest

Past, present and future

My belief is that architecture is responsive enough to evolve and adapt to this era
of platitudes. I believe that architecture can be refined and more instrumental- in a
less obvious and limiting form- to support each individual’s desire to interpret and
perceive uniquely, and in doing so to break free from anonymity.
“One cannot remain constant over the passage of historical time and therefore remain
faithful to one’s promises and covenants- unless one has some minimal remembrance
of where one comes from, and of how one came to be what one is. In this sense,
identity is memory. As Hegel put it , “What it is it’s what it has become.’ Kearney
Richard On Stories (Routledge - 2002)
This thesis is an exploration on the confrontations of the self and the external world.
Architecture is used as a woven structure that oscillates between the two worlds. It is
the sum of these encounters that will constitute the final form of the architecture.
The goal of this thesis is to seek an architecture that defies both categorization and
any given set program of activity. I want to explore this through two approaches.
First, by contradicting the repeatedly stated promise that knowledge underlies appearance. The objective is to burrow beneath the surface of this appearance, identify
the essence and transfer this information into a new structure stating that what you
see is what it is but what it is is not obvious. Second, by understanding that there are
a limited number of elements that you can reveal before something becomes obvious.
If ’n’ is the number of elements that define this boundary, I want to identify where
n-1 lies.
Approach to the work
To test this I have developed a drawing method that activates a procedure of making
, reinforming an architecture. These drawings conflate the subjective character of my
imagination and the very concrete procedure of building. The drawing performs both,
the construction drawing and the reality constructed.
The structure provides a dense forest screening time and environment providing clues
of an unexpected space.
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Suns Treachery
Short Story

The sun hunter of my identity, takes ownership of my owned space,
that once focused, starts recording. The window, the lens of a simulated TV show revolving around my life.
This is a theater open to the public. My moves like projected frames
on the window to the outside strangers. The blind, the aperture of
the lens.
There is an intentional ordinary setting of the space, I am the subject
of the camera.
The objects, my belongings put in one single room, are the setting
for a lively show. Two chairs and one table, too small for the proportions of the window and a bed that, when lying down, levels my
eye to the bottom line of the window. The objects are indispensable
for the scene to take place, like characters are for a movie, under the
sun's projection.
The lack of depth in the room enables me to have an overall perception of the place, so spatial relationships are hard to solve. Instead,
there is an awareness and allocation of time, tracked in the walls of
the room, like plot points in a movie. ( Dramatic change)
Once weaker, the sun gives up control of the scenery. I become the
only owner of the space. My room, the cofing of my shadow.
I am the center of the universe. But in control. I am the center under
observation.
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Wall Projection

Abstract and methodology of working

Using a set of strings-lines with different tension and weight I materialize them into and upon a structure using myself as a single view
point reference.
The veiling of the existing space(vealing of the wall) blurs any
preconception of that existing space, like a city pushing against the
surface.
The snapping of a string over the veiled surface creates an unexpected print in space revealing something from behind by allowing
through only certain things.
Like an X-ray, the effect is a field of marks rendered in space where
the information appears as clues of a field of possibilities that forces
you to inhabit through imagination, to render a 3 dimensional space
both apart and suggestive of the real space left behind.
The drawing is built up through depth using the same method,
allowing exterior elements (light,sound) to become part of the drawing. The result is a dense forest of marks derived from the repetitive
snapping of a string-line.
The lines perform as a woven structure through a spaces that oscillate between an extreme openness or more contained and intimate.
Wall Projection, Room 317.
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I working with the artifact.
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Drawn in Place

Pure description of the event

Dreaming building. Inside looking unbuilt.
Dripping ink hiding, overexposing .
Nailing with solid tension; Pulling, carving, pulling soaking in ink.
Solid sounds filling,building.
Inside looking unbuilt.
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Transparency

Digital Drawings

Drawn in space, the drawing tries to convey a sense of being lost
and unresolved. With no predefined path, the drawing implies a
procedure of discovery that must be constantly re imagined and
reconstructed.
The different surfaces and linear planes woven through a space now
left behind and the relationship between elements, appear as clues of
unexpected spaces.
*The drawings document a flat 2 dimensional imagined experience.
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The Loom

String Concept Model
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Textile and Masonry Analogue
Weaving

The construction lines perform as the thread of a textile, it is being
built as it is being drawn.
The brick becomes the woven element where the intersection of
mortar lines perform as the knots that will inform the different ways
of laying a brick.
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House for the Spanish Ambassador
Frame work and Narrative

“I am the center of the world, but in control. Under Observation”.
(Suns Treachery, Short Story)
The house is being built around under around the idea that the Ambassador is the center of the house. The house is a dwelling of social
and business encounters and the ambassadress´ claim for intimacy
and her endless search for identity, like “water drops in an empty
bath”.
Her bath becomes the center anchor point of the house.
Treated as a textile, the weaving of the masonry and wood walls provide the clothing for the ambassador to either be revealed or veiled
to her guests, dressed or undressed towards the bath.
By the manipulation of the mortar lines, the bonding between bricks
(knot) reinform the construction of the wall providing different
visual and spatial atmospheres. Is Wis only in the bath where the
bricks remain aligned to each other, unwoven. The wood panels are
manipulated W
The mortar becomes the smallest scale the project is studied at.
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A women in the sun, Edward Hopper
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House for the Spanish Ambassador
Study Section Model
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Crosby Street
Crossby Street

254 Lafayette St

Section C’

Kitchen

Garage

Spanish wine cellar

Section B’

Ambassador’s Entrance
Ambassador’s Entrance
Section A’

Subterranean Floor Plan Scale 1”: 4’
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Crossby Street

Ambassador’s Exercising Room

Section B’

Ambassador’s Office
Ambassador’s Bath

Meeting Room

Section A’

First Floor Plan Scale 1”: 4’
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254 Lafayette St

Section C’

Crosby Street

Section C’

Public Entrance

Hall
Public Living Room
Section B’
Garden

Dinning Room

Section A’

Ambassador’s Entrance

Ground Floor Plan Scale 1”: 4’
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Living Room

Section C’

Guest Room
Private Kitchen

Section B’

Patio

Ambassador’s Room

Section A’

Second Floor Plan Scale 1”: 4’
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Wedgedn brick approaching the bat (shadow )

0.10 cm

0.10 cm

House for the Spanish Ambassador

Wedgedn brick approaching the bat (shadow )
0.30 cm

Bonding Bricks and Mortar Lines

0.30 cm

Ambassador’s pirvate domestic rooms. Top Floor
Ambassador’s pirvate domestic rooms. Top Floor
0.10 cm
0.30 cm

Wedged Brick for the Bath corner.
Wedged Brick for the Bath corner.
Ambassador’s pirvate domestic rooms. Top Floor

Wedged Brick for the Bath corner.

Wedgedn brick approaching the bat (shadow )

Wedged Brick.
Change in scenario due to the shadow casted from the
brick. (Plot Point)
Wedgedn brick approaching the bat (shadow )

Wood and Masonry.
Wood and Masonry.

Aligned bricks : Ambassadors Bathroom (unwoven)
Aligned bricks : Ambassadors Bathroom (unwoven)

Wood Panel and Brick
Wood as Cladding or Wall, slightly bended providing
soft wall openings

Aligned Bricks - Undressed
Bricks are aligned only in the bathroom, stability in
space.

0.10 cm

Wood and Masonry.
Aligned bricks : Ambassadors Bathroom (unwoven)

0.30 cm

Ambassador’s pirvate domestic rooms. Top Floor
0.10 cm
0.30 cm

Hand Rail
Hand Rail

Header face of the brick : Ambassadors rooms (compressed knot)
Header
faceface
of the
brick
: Ambassadors
rooms
(compressed
knot)
Strecher
of the
brick:
Public Roms
(loose
knot)
Strecher face of the brick: Public Roms (loose knot)

Hand Rail

Header face of the brick : Ambassadors rooms (compressed knot)
Strecher face of the brick: Public Roms (loose knot)

Wedged Brick for the Bath corner.

Ambassador’s pirvate domestic rooms. Top Floor

Wedged Brick for the Bath corner.

Mortar between bricks - 3cm
Top floor, kitchen and living room

Wedged Corner Brick.
Change in scenario due to the shadow casted from the
brick. (Plot Point)

Hand Rail woven through the brick

Stretcher Face of brick - Public spaces
Header Face-Compressed Space - Private Ambassadors
Rooms.

Wood and Masonry.
Aligned bricks : Ambassadors Bathroom (unwoven)
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Wood and Masonry.
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Section A’ Scale 1”: 4’
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Section b’ Scale 1”: 4’
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Section C’ Scale 1”: 4’
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House for the Spanish Ambassador
Study Model
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House for the Spanish Ambassador
X-Ray Axonometric Drawing
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House for the Spanish Ambassador
Study Section-Eleveation Drawings

Section C’

Ambassador’s Exercising Room

Section B’

a

Ambassador’s Office
Ambassador’s Bath

Meeting Room

Section A’

First Floor Scal
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House for the Spanish Ambassador
Study Section-Eleveation Drawing

b

Section C’

Ambassador’s Exercising Room

Section B’

Ambassador’s Office
Ambassador’s Bath

Meeting Room

Section A’

First Floor Scal
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The Bath and the Mirror

Short Story- Unstable State of mind

The Bath and the Mirror - Unstable state of mind.
The ambassador looks to her left towards the meeting room. This time, the secretary is in charge of leading the reunion. This gives her some time before tonight’s
party.
She takes a few steps forward and three steps to her right. The temperature in
this room is at a warmer state. The railway guides her to the next room. There is a
blurriness that forces her to walk intuitively.
Following the sound of water drops she makes her way to the bath. She feels the
heaviness of her clothes, The transformation into a dionysian state of mind with
the temperature at it’s highest level.
Before removing her clothes she stares one last time to the mirror at her left, she
sees nothing but a white mark. She doesn’t bother to clear the mirror and makes
the last three steps into the bath.

Is the dionysian state of the ambassador at the bath the only one considered as true
and real as the mind becomes oblivious to the outside?
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Section Wood Model. Ambassador’s Studio
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Hand Drawing

Section Elevation Drawings

Section C’

Ambassador’s Exercising Room

Section B’

Ambassador’s Office
Ambassador’s Bath

Meeting Room

Section A’

First Floor Scal
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Hand Drawing

Section Elevation Drawings

Section C’

Ambassador’s Exercising Room

Section B’

Ambassador’s Office
Ambassador’s Bath

Meeting Room

Section A’

First Floor Scal
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Hand Drawing

Section Elevation Drawings

Section C’

Ambassador’s Exercising Room

Section B’

Ambassador’s Office
Ambassador’s Bath

Meeting Room

Section A’

First Floor Scal
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Sketches

Digital and Hand Drawings
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“Not so,” replied I; “besides your motion of Northward and Southward, there is another motion which I
call from right to left.”
KING. Exhibit to me, if you please, this motion from
left to right.
I. Nay, that I cannot do, unless you could step out of
your Line altogether.
KING. Out of my Line? Do you mean out of the
world? Out of Space?
I. Well, yes. Out of YOUR World. Out of YOUR
Space. For your Space is not the true Space. True
Space is a Plane; but your Space is only a Line.
(Flatland, Edwin A.Abbot)
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